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Letter from the CEO
Welcome to Conga’s first annual report on The State of Digital
Document Transformation.
We live in the age of Digital Transformation, constantly
responding to changes in technology that transform the world
around us. Digital Transformation allows us to rethink how we
do business, create efficiencies, enable our employees to work
more strategically, and delight our customers.
But Digital Transformation can be a daunting prospect. How
do you get started in areas where you haven’t transformed? If
you’ve started, how do you take your progress to the next level?
How do you measure improvement? How do you create return
on investment to match the price tag?
At Conga, we are pioneering Digital Document Transformation,
or DDX. Digital Document Transformation is the epicenter of
Digital Transformation of business processes. DDX addresses
the data, documents, and processes that we work with every
day, from eliminating slow manual steps to integrating
scattered processes, managing complete contract and
document lifecycles, increasing visibility into documents,
seamlessly tying in eSignature, and creating a continuous flow
of data into documents from the system of record and back
again. We’re also working to help automate all of these pieces,
making it easier for employees to skip the rework and get to
the real work. And AI brings even greater gains and efficiencies,
guiding some decisions and pulling out insights that will help
us take leaps and bounds forward.
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We’ve created this survey to bring light to how companies are
doing globally, both on their Digital Transformation journeys
and where they stand on the road to DDX. We’ve asked leaders
in their organizations to give us an inside look at their progress,
the benefits they have seen, the barriers they’ve had to overcome,
and the path forward to get the full potential out of Digital
Document Transformation. We’ve also uncovered trends that
help us understand how winning companies are creating success.
Use this report to inform your own journey. Consider how it
can help you be an agent of change in your own organization,
learning from the journeys of your peers and making a stronger
case for transformation.

— Matthew J. Schiltz
CEO
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Top insights
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89

%

89% believe that the key to successful
Digital Transformation is getting a
grip on the way that documents and
contracts are created, managed, and
stored across the organization.

Insights into Digital Transformation (DX)

DX is widespread—it’s not new, and it’s not going away any
time soon. Engaging in the DX journey is table stakes, and
companies are starting to see success.

• When it comes to data, the majority have dropped manual
methods, as 88% have transformed or are in the process of
transforming the data management around documents

• More than 95% of respondents said they are having at least
some level of success, and 99% say they have seen at least
one significant benefit

• These changes can’t come soon enough for the 59% who
believe that a complete overhaul or significant improvements
are required in the way that their organization is transforming
its approach to documents

• 98% are going to continue to digitally transform over the
next 12-24 months, thanks to that success
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Where DDX comes in

Documents are a key to unlocking the benefits of
Digital Transformation.
• 89% believe that the key to successful Digital
Transformation is getting a grip on the way that
documents and contracts are created, managed,
and stored across the organization
How well organizations have been able to unlock the
value of Digital Document Transformation (DDX) varies.
• 31% report that their department creates documents by
copying and pasting new data into a previous version
• 32% are still manually generating and reviewing every
document/contract, while 27% pass around documents
and then use the mail to send
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• On the other hand, 67% use Software as a Service (SaaS)
to handle their documents

• 14% still use typewriters when handling documents
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Honing the competitive edge through DDX

So, getting started on change helps, but it doesn’t get you all
the way to your goals. Organizations that don’t do more to
digitally transform their documents will be left behind, while
their competitors experience significant benefits:
• In today’s world, the customer rules. 85% of respondents agree
that creating a solid customer experience through DDX is key
to their organization’s success
• Of those from organizations that have transformed or are
transforming through DDX, 51% believe that this has put
them ahead of the competition, while 32% expect that it will
in the future
• And if that isn’t enough, 87% confirm that if organizationwide goals are to be achieved, then they must reassess
their approach to DDX

1
Benchmarking
Digital
Transformation

Digital Transformation is more than jargon or a passing
fad. It is here to stay, as technology evolves and continually
opens up new possibilities for transformation. And engaging
in the process promises huge benefits. This explains why a
large majority of companies recognize it as a necessary
part of operations.

36% 35%
34% 33%

Operational efficiency

Source: Salesforce, What is Digital Transformation?
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Q: Which of the following areas have been digitally
transformed as a part of your organization’s Digital
Transformation strategy?

Transforming products from analog to digital (e.g. speedometers)

Digital Transformation is the process of
using digital technologies to create new—
or modify existing—business processes,
culture, and customer experiences to
meet changing business and market
requirements. As we move from paper
to spreadsheets to smart applications
for managing our business, we have
the chance to reimagine how we do
business—how we engage our customers—
with digital technology on our side.

37% 37%

Collaboration across the organization

Defining Digital Transformation

Processes around document creation, management, and tracking

DX is here to stay

46%

Innovation

50% 48%

The customer experience

Data analytics

Information security

of survey respondents
report that their
organization has
a DX strategy

New product development

97

%

Moving from on premises hardware to the cloud

The State of Digital Document Transformation

26%
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What makes Digital Transformation
hard? What makes it worth it?
If most companies surveyed are already in the process of
Digital Transformation, what are they netting out of that
strategy? Not enough.

50%

How successful
are DX
strategies?

46%
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3%

0%

Q: How would you rate the success of your organization’s Digital
Transformation strategy?

Too soon to tell

Mostly unsuccessful

reporting significant
revenue growth over the
last year rate their DX
initiatives as successful,
while companies with decreasing revenue reported
a 17% success rate.

Somewhat successful

74% of companies

Mostly successful

Although nearly every respondent to our survey worked
for an organization with a DX strategy, the success
rate of these initiatives was a wake up call. Only 50%
of DX initiatives were reported to be mostly successful.
This means that half of companies aren’t getting
their money’s worth out of the DX strategy they have
in place, and it shows how difficult it is to accomplish
comprehensive, integrated Digital Transformation
organization-wide.

Somewhat unsuccessful

Only 50% of DX initiatives
were reported to be mostly
successful

1%
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92% of the surveyed
organizations with
a DX strategy have
experienced barriers
to the process
Top problem areas include:
• 33% resistance to change from the workforce
• 24% resistance from management to
implementing and adopting new technologies

While adoption and change are the
most common reported barriers to
Digital Transformation efforts, when
the sample is narrowed to companies
that are showing slowing revenue, the
picture changes. For these companies,
the number one barrier in 42% of the
companies surveyed is “budget cuts/
lack of funding.”
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33%

Resistance to change from
the workforce

31%

Resistance from employees to
implementing and adopting
new technologies

25%

Budget cuts/lack of funding
Resistance from management
to implementing and
adopting new technologies

24%

Barriers
to change
So what causes
difficulty in
DX efforts?

Regulations (e.g., GDPR
or CCPA) restricting our
attempts to transform

19%

21%

Digital Transformation
is not seen as important
by our board/C-suite

18%

14%

Political/economic
factors (e.g., Brexit or
US/China trade tension)
holding us back

16%

Lack of skills/know-how
across the organization
to implement change

16%

The IT team is too time
poor to implement new
technologies

Security of our data/IP
There have been/
will be no barriers
to implementing DX

Q: What barriers to implementing Digital Transformation
has your organization experienced?

8%

1
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Top performing companies
reported “increased sales”
as a benefit 3 to 1 compared to
lower performing companies

Benefits realized
Measurable benefits are reported with even partial DX success.

45%

Cost savings

43%

Increased customer satisfaction

42%

Greater workforce efficiency

Positive outcomes

Continuing momentum

99% of respondents report at least one
significant benefit from DX.

These real business benefits explain why
organizations are looking to push on with
their Digital Transformation initiatives
over the next 12-24 months.

Most common benefits:
• 45% cost savings
• 43% increased customer
satisfaction
• 42% greater workforce
efficiency
• 40% better access to and
control over documents
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Increased innovation

• 98% overall are expecting some degree
of transformation

Increased sales

39%
38%
36%

Modernized customer experience

33%

Increased collaboration

• 26% are anticipating resistance to
change from the workforce

Greater regulatory compliance

• 18% even say that their board or
C-suite doesn’t prioritize DX

More informed business decisions being made

So how to continue to digitally transform
despite these barriers and to take greater
advantage of the possible benefits?

40%

Better management of, access to, and control over documents

• Just over a third (34%) are expecting
to transform dramatically

But they also don’t think the future will
be smooth sailing, any more than the
past has been. Many of the same barriers
are on the horizon:

41%

Greater information security

28%
27%

Q: Which of the following benefits has your organization
seen as a result of its Digital Transformation strategy?

1

2
The road to
DX success runs
through your
documents
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Getting to DX through DDX
Documents are the key to success

Driving
transformation
through everyday
documents
To get the full return on investment (ROI) and competitive
edge that Digital Transformation offers requires a
targeted, workable strategy to help organizations push
past barriers and transform effectively.
The potential can be realized by driving Digital
Transformation through critical, everyday documents.
Digital Document Transformation, or DDX, allows you
to create measurable, game-changing success, without
having to boil the ocean.
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89

%

Definition of Digital Document
Transformation:
A successful DDX strategy will
transform every part of the document
lifecycle, leading to cleaner data,
greater efficiencies in creating,
handling, and processing documents,
improved in-depth reporting, and
automation, among other benefits.
The results will be greater productivity,
wider and deeper visibility, and a better
customer experience, all of which add to
organizational strength and growth.

For 89% of respondents, the key to successful Digital Transformation is getting a grip on
the way that documents and contracts are created, managed, and stored across the
organization. DDX is the epicenter of successful DX when it comes to business processes.
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The current state of document practices

Companies that self-report as higher performing
have a 30% greater propensity for automation
over manual methods, such as copy and paste.

12

32%
30%

Q: How does your department go about creating documents?

Have stepped it up with
templates that draw data
from systems of record

Generate standard contracts
from the CRM with preapproved legal clauses

38%

42%

Copy and paste new data or
content into a new version of
an old document

38%

39%

Request every contract—standard
or non-standard—from legal

Some are efficient, based on sophisticated, integrated technologies
and tying in automation or even AI. But, others are not even digital
at all, and are slow, manual, and error-prone.

Generate customized
proposals automatically
with approved content

While there’s broad agreement that Digital Document
Transformation (DDX) can unlock many of the benefits of Digital
Transformation, the actual document practices that companies
are using are a mixed bag.

Create our own contracts to
skip slow legal reviews

When it comes to working
with documents, results
are mixed

Review every contract and
clause, including highly
negotiated contracts

Creating documents and contracts

31%
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Getting to DX through DDX
Managing document and contract processes

45%

Through a network/server
and file structure

A variety of approaches to
key document processes
The manual:

44%

Through cloud solutions that
interconnect process steps

35%

By email

• 35% manage processes by email, resulting in uncertainties about status,
confusion about which version is the latest, and even lost documents
• 32% of organizations still manually generate and review every new
document or contract, cutting back on efficiency
• 27% use paper documents, and mail them or pass them hand to hand. Ad
hoc, unreliable, paper-based processes introduce significant risk and cost

By manually generating
and reviewing every new
document/contract

32

%

• 43% store documents in a central repository, making it possible to find,
track, and search critical documents
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32%

By relying on people to
complete workflow steps
and communicate status
With paper documents
passed and mailed
hand to hand

The automated:
• 44% connect process steps in the cloud, cutting out the errors and omissions
that occur when people do everything

43%

Storing in a central repository
or online file hosting service

24%

Copying and pasting
into templates
Other or
none of
these

1%

Q: Which of the following methods does your organization
use to manage the processes around documents?

27%
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67%

There’s some good
and some bad
When it comes to handling documents,
while more than 2/3 have advanced
processes enough to be using SaaS,
others fall on a spectrum:

14

36%

Q: Which of the following does your
organization use to handle documents?

Other or none of these

14%
Typewriter

identifying as high
growth rated their
DX initiatives as
successful, while
shrinking companies
reported only a
16% success rate.

Fax machine

There is some real overlap in companies
between more effective, mature methods
and very manual, outdated ways of
getting things done. Most organizations
are only partway there, and would 		
still get a huge boost from a more 		
comprehensive approach to Digital
Document Transformation. Those who
can transform and integrate all aspects
of their documents are likely to reap the
rewards and gain a competitive edge over
those who continue to persist with slower,
legacy approaches.

Ink signatures

• 14% use typewriters

71% of companies

Filing cabinets

• 30% still send faxes

38%

30%
Express delivery or messenger service

• 36% sign with ink

Handling documents
and contracts

39%

Use SaaS to handle documents

• 38% store documents in filing cabinets

The current
state of document
practices

2%
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Where DDX is
happening

Processes: 86% have already or are in the process of
standardizing and automating document processes throughout
the organization.
Documents: 83% follow an enterprise-wide plan for creating,
negotiating, sharing, and tracking business-critical documents.
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83%

79%

81%

eSignature: This is the area least likely
to have seen transformation, with 79%
reporting that they have implemented
or are implementing eSignature across
the organization, and tied it to processes
and the system of record.

Q: To what extent has your organization digitally
transformed the following areas?

88%

Storage

Data

Proccesses

86

%

Tracking and Insights

Tracking and insights: 81% also have
transformed or are transforming the way
they track and report on documents for
insights and optimization.

eSignature

Data: 88 of respondents report that their organization has
digitally transformed or is in the process of transforming data
management, so that clean data flows into documents from
their system of record and back.
%

Storage: 84% have transformed or
are transforming the way they store
documents and contracts, using a
central repository enabling searching
and insights.

Documents

Given that most organizations have an official strategy to
advance Digital Transformation, it’s hardly surprising that they
have transformed many areas that are linked to documents,
even if these changes are not part of a cohesive DDX strategy.

How far have organizations transformed
or will they transform the elements of DDX?

84%

2
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When it comes to how well
DDX is working, it depends

What’s standing in
the way of success?

Transformation is definitely underway, but there are some roadblocks. Like most
change, it doesn’t happen overnight, and it is certainly not easy. We found that,
similar to the levels of success when it comes to Digital Transformation, responses
about how well things are working are mixed.

In every area, less than half of the initiatives are totally successful. This isn’t surprising,
given that implementing comprehensive DDX is difficult. Later in the report, we dig into
what separates winning companies and how they drive success through DDX.

Data

Processes

Documents

Only 42% have been totally successful in
transforming their data practices.

Respondents have seen less success
when it comes to common document
processes: 37%

44% have been totally successful in
implementing document transformation across the organization.

eSignature

44%

Documents

Data
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Storage

Tracking and insights

eSignature

40% have successfully transformed
the way they store documents and
contracts, using a central repository
enabling searching and insights.

41% have been able to transform
the way they track and report on
documents for insights and optimization.

While a lower portion have
transformed eSignature, once they
have, their success rate is higher, at
48%. This speaks to the relatively
easy gains that can be made when
eSignature replaces ink signature,
but still leaves more than half who
have had limited success.

48%

41%

Data

42%

Tracking/insights

Storage

37%

Processes

Q: How would you rate the success of your
organization’s Digital Transformation of
the following areas.

40%

The State of Digital Document Transformation

97

%

Even with the progress that’s been made, there’s a long way to go. 97% of respondents
who are somewhere on their DDX journey report at least some improvements are
needed to the way that their organization is transforming its approach to documents.
The good news is that since documents are a cornerstone of business, there are endless
opportunities to transform.

DDX opportunity—finding success

17

These are the areas where organizations have experienced the greatest difficulties.

27%

Managing the full document lifecycle

think there’s still
work to be done

It’s no secret that implementing
complete, end-to-end solutions is a huge
undertaking. When you consider all of
the manual methods still being used at
different touch points alone, it’s enough
to make any groundhog crawl back
into its hole—but it is a challenge that
has to be faced. Getting ahead of the
challenges is crucial to finding success.
Here are the top experienced and/or
anticipated challenges companies are
preparing for:

DDX challenges

25%

Ensuring compliance and governance
Finding all existing documents

24%

Locating and accessing relevant documents anytime

24%

Managing the full contract lifecycle

24%

Extracting data and insights from documents

23%

Making decisions based on document data

23%

Integrating AI into document processes

22%

• Managing the full document
lifecycle (27%)

Tracking documents and in-depth reporting

22%

• Ensuring compliance and
governance (25%)

Sharing documents, either internally or externally

20%

• Finding all existing documents
and contracts (24%)

Creating documents

20%

• Locating and accessing relevant
documents anytime/anywhere (24%)

Enforcing brand consistency

• Managing the full contract
lifecycle (24%)

Capturing eSignatures and recording an audit trail

• Extracting data and insights
from documents (23%)

19%
17%

Q: With which areas of Digital Document Transformation has your organization
experienced/do you anticipate your organization experiencing the greatest
challenges? Ranked first, second, and third.
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Pain points driving
transformation

Spending too much time looking for, creating,
sending, and tracking documents

Documents scattered across
locations and platforms

Need to create better cusotmer
experience and interactions

Get better access to the data hidden in documents

Internal frustrations with document processes

Optimizing the customer experience is an essential element
of success for every business in every industry. The need to
improve customer interactions drives document transformation
initiatives because senior professionals understand the role that
DDX can play to make life better for customers and improve
employee satisfaction.

Frequent oversights/errors in documents

The issues include the need for centralized, digitized access to
documents, and greater efficiencies throughout the document
lifecycle to boost productivity. A single, searchable document
repository, often as part of a SaaS solution or CRM, is key here. It
can also help unlock the data hidden in documents, as it can be
the key both to finding documents and searching their content.

Difficulty sharing document internally or externally

DDX promises a tremendous opportunity and big, meaningful
change. These improvements might be challenging to bring
about, but they also promise to solve some pressing issues.

are addressing at
least one pain point
with DDX

DDX drivers: pain,
priorities, and methods
Top pain points behind DDX adoption are:
41% Too much time on the little things
There are too many minutes, even hours, spent looking for,
creating, sending, and tracking documents
41% No central repository
Documents scattered throughout multiple locations and
types of storage
40% Better customer experience
Needing better, more consistent customer interactions and
an improved customer experience

It is no surprise, then, that many organizations believe that
DDX will provide benefits that solve for these pain points.

40

%

35%

37

40

%

41%

41%

40% Unlocking the data in docs
Getting better access to the data hidden in documents

%

26%
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Q: What are the main pain points that your
organization is looking to address with DDX?
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85

%

The benefits: a world of potential

think DDX can help
create a solid customer
experience that
fuels success

These are the benefits companies are most looking to access through DDX.

29%
27%

17 out of 20 respondents agree that creating a solid customer
experience through DDX is key to their organization’s success.
Clearly, it’s essential to get documents right.
The benefits that organizations anticipate from improving
document processes and practices highlight the massive
potential they see in implementing an end-to-end DDX solution.

What benefits are companies looking for?
The benefits they are looking for most include:

• Revenue growth (22%)

19

25%

Increased data accuracy

25%

Improved customer experience

22%

Revenue growth

21%

Increased data/IP security

21%

Easier data processes and improved data quality

20%

Increased employee satisfaction and retention

• better data accuracy (25%)

19%

Improved control over the contracting processes

19%

Greater risk mitigation and improved compliance

19%

Increased sales and faster sales cycles

• improved customer experience (25 )

• Cost and time savings for greater efficiency (29 )

Increased employee productivity

Other benefits survey takers thought
they might see include:

%

%

• Increased employee productivity (27%)

These hoped-for improvements
are balm for the top pain points
we’ve seen, especially around
scattered documents and inefficient
document processes.

Cost and time savings

• higher employee satisfaction and
retention (20%)
If end-to-end DDX implementation
results in these customer-focused
benefits, it could be a game changer
for any company.

18%

Improved insights into documents and contracts

16%

Better visibility into contracts and terms

16%

Integrating AI into document processes for predictive
efficiencies and insights

Q: Which of the following benefits would be the most important for your
organization to achieve if it were to implement an end-to-end DDX solution?
Responses ranked first, second, and third.
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Top 3 DDX
priorities
Of those who have gotten started on DDX, it’s little surprise that

98% have some specific priorities in mind they plan to put into play
in the next 12 months to help them score those needed benefits.

Top methods and tools to make it happen
42% will invest in new technology,
like a DDX solution
Technology makes it possible to manage
the entire document lifecycle. It pushes
more automation, better insights,
more standardization, and continual
improvement. Add this up and you get
a clear path to achieving the benefits
that DDX offers.

But not just any solution. Specific
features are required.
Technology, yes, but organizations will
not be looking for just any solution. They
have some specific requirements in mind.
In particular, features such as reporting
and analytics (37%), electronic signature
(37%), document repository, (32%), and a
data maintenance tool for internal teams
(30%) are all important asks.

20

42% will train staff
For technology to be effective,
employees need to understand how
to use it in their day-to-day functions.
Change management is key, with
staff training (42%) scoring high in
organizations’ plans to reach their
goals. Any widespread organizational
shift calls for training to push adoption
and increase digital dexterity.
Remember that employee readiness
and employee resistance to change
was one of the main challenges to
Digital Transformation.

42% will improve data quality for
better documents and deeper insights
Clean, complete, up-to-date data is
essential to the priorities organizations
have set for themselves. Documents
are only as good as the data they
are built with. Data is the source for
reporting that provides the insights
organizations can use for continuous
improvement. It’s also the foundation
of effective automation and eventually
the use of AI.

1
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The priorities: eyes on the prize
Q: What are your organization’s top three priorities in relation to Digital Document
Transformation in the next year?

Improving
customer
experience

33%

Improving the customer experience through
easier, faster interactions with documents

32%

2

29%

nd

27%
26%

Creating faster,
easier document
processes

25%

Making it quicker and easier to create,
share, track, and review documents,
and standardizing processes

3

Managing the
complete document
lifecycle

Managing the full document lifecycle
and reducing internal frustrations
resulting from manual processes

15%

Creating faster, easier standardized
document processes
Managing the full document lifecycle
Reducing internal frustrations with
inefficient, manual processes
Managing the full contract lifecycle
Extracting complete, accurate data
from documents

24%

Locating and accessing relevant
documents anytime/anywhere

24%

Improving how documents are created

21%

rd

Improving customer experience through
better document interactions

Tracking documents and in-depth reporting

20%

Capturing eSignatures and recording
an audit trail

20%

Sharing documents internally
Sharing documents externally

2

3
Insights from sales

Bridging the gap:
expectation versus
execution

The State of Digital Document Transformation

8%

Is DX putting your
organization ahead
of the competition?

1% %
2

8%

Sales and Digital Transformation

34%

48%

No sales pitch needed. Digital Transformation efforts may vary in terms of how
successful they are, but one thing is for sure: there is success to be found.

46%

Cost savings

45%

Increased sales

43%

Increased customer satisfaction

Benefits
Not surprisingly, two areas where sales and sales ops leaders
reported significant DX benefits are:
• Increased sales (45%)
• Increased customer satisfaction (43%)

Barriers

Yes

No, and I don’t think it will
No, but that’s okay because
that’s not our top priority

• AND sales most anticipated that this would continue
to be an issue going forward (27%)

22

37%

Increased innovation

I don’t understand how DDX
could put us ahead

Modernized customer experience

35%

I don’t know

Greater information security

35%

When it comes to barriers to Digital Transformation:
• Resistance to change from the workforce was a greater
barrier for sales than the other roles surveyed (36%)

38%

Greater workforce efficiency

Not yet, but it will

Better management of, access to,
and control over our documents

Sales organizations
aligned their Digital
Transformation strategies
around customerfacing efforts focused
on increasing sales and
customer satisfaction

29%

Increased collaboration
More informed decisions
being made
Greater regulatory
compliance

34%

25%
22%

Q: Which of the following benefits has your organization
seen |as a result of its Digital Transformation strategy?
(Sales/sales ops respondents)
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80

%

Where to start
Some sales departments have already begun the DDX journey,
and some are driving needed change. Among those that are
driving change, top approaches are:

How sales approaches DDX

• Ensuring data accuracy (48%)
DDX changes are paying off. 80%
of sales leaders believe digitally
transforming documents already has or
will put them ahead of the competition.

• Automating to reduce administrative or support tasks (45%)
• Improving visibility into progress and workloads (43%)

34%
By eliminating
human errors through
Artificial Intelligence

41%

37%
By increasing CRM
adoption with easier
processes

36%

By delivering more accurate
bookings numbers and
sales forecasting

What is sales looking to address with DDX?
41%

Getting better access to the data hidden in documents

40%

Create consistent customer interactions and an improved customer experience

38%

Spending too much time looking for, creating, sending, and tracking documents
Documents are scattered throughout multiple locations and types of storage

34%

Frequent oversights/errors in documents

34%

3%
23

45%

48%

36%

Internal frustrations looking for, creating, sending, and tracking documents

It’s difficult to share documents, both internally and externally

43

%

By improving visibility
into progress and
workloads

By automating to
reduce administrative
or support tasks

By ensuring data
accuracy

25%

There are no pain points that we are looking to address

0%

Don’t know

0%

Other

Q: How are those who are responsible for your organization’s
sales and sales operations driving change in relation to DDX
in your organization? (Sales respondents)
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Sales pain points
According to sales and sales ops professionals, the pain
points that they most hope to address with DDX are:

Where there’s a
disconnect for sales
There’s still a way to go for sales and sales ops. Out
of the three personas we surveyed, they are the least
happy with the document processes in their organization:
36% strongly agree they could be happier.
For sales, there could be a disconnect around what
it actually means to embrace full Digital Document
Transformation. The fact is, when it comes to best practices,
sales and sales ops are actually lagging behind in some
areas. Another factor could be that the resistance to change
from the workforce is taking away some of the gains that
DDX has to offer. This may be due to sales wanting to focus
on closing deals, rather than learning new, more effective
processes, which can slow things down initially.

For example, sales and sales ops are still:
• (36%) the least likely to follow some best practices, like
creating documents based on internal templates that
draw needed data directly from systems of record
(36%, 10% behind IT and 7% behind legal)
• (38%) the most likely to use email to manage the processes
around documents
• (39%) the least likely to use cloud solutions to interconnect
steps of the process

Data:

And while still less likely
to use a typewriter than
legal, sales and sales ops
are still using a typewriter
13% of the time

Wanting better
access to the data
hidden in their
documents
(41%)

Customer
experience:

A need for better, more
consistent customer
interactions and customer
experience
(40%)

Sales is using SaaS more often than legal,
which traditionally can be slower to adopt
Digital Transformation:

Time wasted:

• (62%) of sales is using SaaS to handle documents

Spending too much time
looking for, creating,
sending, and tracking
documents
(38%)

But still often using manual methods to
handle documents, such as:
• (38%) storing them in filing cabinets
• (28%) using fax machines

Recommendation: Boost customer experience
24

Sales are the front line where customer experience is concerned. 82% of
sales and sales ops leaders believe that DDX can solve top pain points,
helping them create the solid customer experience that is key to their
organization’s success.

3
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Insights from legal

Frustrations with
legacy processes
plus a belief in DDX

The State of Digital Document Transformation

Is DX putting your
organization ahead
of the competition?

8%

5%

1%

Legal and Digital Transformation

32%

54%

54% of legal professionals believe that their organization’s DX strategy has been
mostly successful, a higher percentage than those in the other roles surveyed.
Better management of, access to, and control over our documents

44%

Greater workforce efficiency

Benefits
According to legal respondents, the top benefits of
DX success have been:
• Better management of, access to, and control
over documents (46%)
• Greater workforce efficiency (44%)

Yes

No, and I don’t think it will
No, but that’s okay because
that’s not our top priority
I don’t understand how DDX
could put us ahead

• Cost savings (43%)

• Legal respondents are 27% more likely to see resistance
from management to adopting new technologies as a
barrier than other personas
• Legal is also more likely to see the C-suite as a barrier
than sales or IT

26

Greater information security

41%

Increased customer satisfaction

41%
35%

Increased innovation

34%

Modernized customer experience

Barriers
When it comes to barriers to Digital Transformation:

43%

Cost savings
Not yet, but it will

Greater regulatory compliance

The #1 focus of legal
departments is gaining
better access to and
control over documents

32%
31%

Increased sales

30%

Increased collaboration
More informed business
decisions being made

46%

26%

Q: Which of the following benefits has your organization seen as a
result of its Digital Transformation strategy? (Legal respondents)

4
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85

%

85% of legal departments believe
Digital Document Transformation
already has or will put them ahead
of the competition. This is more than
either IT or sales.

Legal’s approach to DDX

Where to start
Many legal departments are already working to
create change through DDX. Top approaches are:
• Reducing the repetitive, manual tasks required
for standard contract actions (49%)
• Storing contracts in a single location, so it’s easy
to locate them and see contract status (48%)
• Automating common, standardized contract
processes (45%)

27%
By reducing rogue
contracting

30%
By eliminating human
errors through Artificial
Intelligence

36%
By tracking key contracting
milestones, such as
renewals and expirations

36%
By being able to view and
report on all contracting
data in a single source

What is legal looking to address with DDX?
45%

Spending too much time looking for, creating, sending, and tracking documents

43%

Documents are scattered throughout multiple locations and types of storage
Internal fustrations looking for, creating, sending, and tracking documents

42%

Create consistent customer interactions and an improved customer experience

42%
40%

Getting better access to the data hidden in documents

35%

Frequent oversights/errors in documents
It’s difficult to share documents, both internally and externally

3%
27

1%
0%

42

%

By being able to locate and
understand the relationships
between various contracts
with the same party

45%
Through automation of
common, standardized
contract processes

48%
By storing all contracts in a
single location, being able
to locate any contract, and
determine its stage

27%

There are no pain points that we are looking to address
Don’t know

Other

Q: How are those who are responsible for your organization’s
contracts driving change in relation to Digital Document
Transformation in your organization? (Legal respondents)

49%
By reducing manual tasks
and laborious repetition of
standard contract actions
for the legal/contract
management team

4
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Legal pain points
As a noble profession with a long history, legal is susceptible to some legacy practices
that haven’t been transformed, and these cause some pain points:

Legal: believing that
DDX can bring change
Legal is still more likely than other departments to
use these manual methods or outdated technologies:
• Copying and pasting into a previous version
• Manually generating and reviewing every new contract
• Passing paper documents hand to hand or mailing them
• Express delivery or messenger service
• Filing cabinets
• Ink signatures

At the same time, legal also believes more strongly
than any other department that:
• Digital Document Transformation is much more than just
making existing documents and processes digital (49%)
• The key to successful Digital Transformation is getting
a grip on the way that documents and contracts are
created, managed, and stored across the organization
(51% — 7pts higher than IT and 10 pts higher than sales)
• In order to achieve it goals, their organization will
have to reassess its approach to Digital Document
Transformation (43%)
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Anywhere it’s a question of having to spend
too much time on the mundane, manual steps
to move contracts through the business, that’s
where legal is feeling the burn.

Frustration:

Worth noting: More than
their sales and IT counterparts,
legal respondents strongly
feel that they could focus on
more strategic tasks if their
organization implemented
DDX more successfully (43%)

This last point speaks to the struggles and
frustrations that many legal professionals still face
in managing the contract lifecycle through outdated,
repetitive processes or technologies and too many
manual steps. This might be due to the complexity
of the CLM process itself, and the difficulty of truly
digitally transforming it.

There are internal
frustrations as a result
of looking for, creating,
sending, and tracking
documents
(42%)

Time wasted:

Ad hoc
document
storage:

Too much time gets
spent looking for,
creating, sending, and
tracking documents
(45%)

Documents are scattered
throughout multiple
locations and across
different types of storage,
making them hard to
locate, access, and track
(43%)

So many of legal’s frustrations come from the fact that contract
lifecycles are still being run with a lot of manual work. For example:
• 46% of legal respondents are creating contracts by reviewing every
contract and clause, including drafting highly negotiated contracts
(vs. 36% for IT and 33% for sales)
This is hardly surprising, given that many contracts originate from legal,
but it does point to a place where effective DDX, such as a comprehensive
contract lifecycle management solution, could automate standard
contract requests and the selection of appropriate clauses.

4
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Insights from IT

Hardwired for
transformation

State of Digital Document Transformation

0%
8%

Is DX putting your
organization ahead
of the competition?

1%

9%

31%

IT and Digital Transformation
51%

IT is on the front line of Digital Transformation, bringing in, implementing, and
maintaining the technologies that make DX possible. Because they hold the keys
to digital solutions, IT professionals get the need for DX.

48%

Greater information security

46%

Cost savings

Benefits

44%

Increased innovation

44%

Greater workforce efficiency

44%

Yes

For IT, the top benefits of DX success are:
• Greater information security (48%)
• Cost savings (46 )
%

• Increased innovation (44%)

Not yet, but it will
No, and I don’t think it will
No, but that’s okay because
that’s not our top priority

• Increased customer satisfaction (44%)

I don’t understand how DDX
could put us ahead

• Greater workforce efficiency (44%)

I don’t know

When it comes to barriers to Digital Transformation:
• For IT, the top barriers so far are resistance to change
from the organization and adoption of new technologies
• IT is 25% more likely to see budget cuts/lack of funding as
a problem than sales or legal

Better management of, access to,
and control over our documents

41%
40%

Increased collaboration

39%

Modernized customer experience

Barriers

30

Increased customer satisfaction

Across the board, IT’s survey responses
recognize the most benefits but also
acknowledge the most barriers, reflecting
the fact that IT is leading the DDX journey
within organizations and is tuned in to
how it is working in every department.

38%

Increased sales
More informed business
decisions being made

29%

Greater regulatory compliance

29%

Q: Which of the following benefits has your organization seen as a
result of its Digital Transformation strategy? (IT respondents)

5
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82

%

Where to start
Because it’s IT’s job to create change through technology, some
of the work they do naturally creates change through DDX. IT’s
top approaches to DDX include:

How IT approaches DDX

• Reducing manual tasks and laborious repetition of standard
data management (55%)
IT gets DX, so it’s no surprise that DDX
makes sense to them, too. 82% of IT
departments believe Digital Document
Transformation already has or will put
them ahead of the competition.

• Automating data management tasks (51%)
• Creating access to data for review and process improvement (49%)
With better, more up-to-date data comes better reporting
and deeper insights, allowing organizations to continually
improve documents, processes, insights, and integrations
across technologies.

39%
By eliminating
human errors through
Artificial Intelligence

47%
By ensuring users are
following processes
and procedures

49%
By creating access to
data for review and
process improvement

What is IT looking to address with DDX?

42%

Documents are scattered throughout multiple locations and types of storage

40%

Spending too much time looking for, creating, sending, and tracking documents

39%

Create consistent customer interactions and an improved customer experience

36%

Frequent oversights/errors in documents
Internal frustrations looking for, creating, sending, and tracking documents
It’s difficult to share documents, both internally and externally

1%
31

0%

Don’t know
Other

55%

38%

Getting better access to the data hidden in documents

There are no pain points that we are looking to address

51

%

35%

Through automation of
data management

By reducing manual
tasks and laborious
repetition of standard
data management

27%

6%
Q: How are those who are responsible for your organization’s
overall technology strategy (including data and CRM
environment) driving change in relation to Digital Document
Transformation in your organization? (IT respondents)
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IT pain points
According to IT respondents, the pain points
most important to address with DDX are:

IT practices what
it preaches
To address these pain points, IT is ready to keep investing
in technology to support its organization and continue to
evolve its approach.

IT uses the cloud more:
When it comes to managing the processes around
documents, IT is substantially more likely to use cloud
solutions to interconnect steps of the process than their
counterparts in sales or legal (52% vs. 39% for sales and
42% for legal).

IT is more likely to use SaaS:
IT also uses SaaS to handle their documents more
consistently than the other departments (79% vs 62%
for sales and 58% for legal).

IT is looking ahead
We found that IT is looking to the future when it
comes to DDX technologies in the organization, as
IT also gets that transformation is not easy, and is
necessarily an ongoing process.

Customer
experience:

A need for better, more
consistent customer
interactions and
customer experience
(39%)—remembering
that IT’s customers are
often internal

Ad hoc
document
storage:

Documents scattered
throughout multiple locations
and types of storage, that
are hard to locate, access,
and track
(42%)

Three clear, stand-alone priorities rank almost
exactly the same among IT survey takers (this was
not the same for other departments):
1. Creating faster, easier standardized document
processes (34%)
2. Improving customer experience through easier,
faster interactions with documents (33%)
3. Managing the full document lifecycle (aggregate
data, create, send, track, analyze) (33%)

Time wasted:

Spending too much
time looking for,
creating, sending, and
tracking documents
(40%)

eSignature matters for IT
Electronic signature is more important for IT than for
the other personas because IT understands the key
role of integrated, fluid eSignatures to help address
DDX (the most commonly reported desirable feature
for 40% of IT vs. 36% for sales and 34% for legal).

32

The importance of the right solutions:
IT believes more than any other department that the right technology
solutions are crucial to their organization’s ability to change to digital
document processes (52% – +5 pts over legal, +8 pts over sales)

5
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Insights from
winning
companies
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Revenue

90% of organizations

with successful Digital
Transformation strategies
reported an increase
in revenue

83%

say DDX has or will
put them ahead of the
competition

Winning with
Digital Document
Transformation
We’ve seen that DDX is a journey. While there
are barriers to implementing complete, end-toend document transformation, there are also
tremendous benefits to even partial changes.

34

The competitive edge that DDX
provides is evident to survey takers,
even when their organization has
not been totally successful with
their DDX strategy so far. This tells
us that they see game-changing
possibilities for success with DDX.

What a winning DX
strategy delivers
Digital Transformation is nothing new, as we’ve seen,
and it’s not a process that has an end point, because
there are always new technologies, new approaches,
and new ways to replace the old ways (even if they
aren’t all that old).

Profit

Organizations with
increasing profits are
9 times more likely
to take on dramatic
Digital Transformation
initiatives

But for companies that understand that, and have
a more advanced DX strategy, there’s a significant
correlation to some winning business metrics:
revenue, profit, and growth (number of employees).

Growth

84% say better DDX would let them focus on
more strategic work

87 think hitting the target depends
on reassessing DDX

DDX cuts out a lot of repetitive, laborious steps
that have to be done by hand. Eliminating this kind
of work gives employees of all levels the ability
to focus on more strategic goals. And that is a
competitive advantage. Not to mention that it
makes for more satisfied employees, which in turn
leads to higher job satisfaction and better retention.

DDX is a key ingredient to winning, but
a lot of companies don’t have the recipe
quite right yet. This is why 87% of survey
takers believe that in order to achieve
their organization-wide goals, they have
to reassess their approach to Digital
Document Transformation.

%

71% of organizations

with significant plans for
Digital Transformation
in the next 12-24 months
report increasing
employee growth

6
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Which documents do winning
companies focus on in their
Digital Transformation efforts?
Across all measures of winning— revenue, profit, and growth— companies with
significantly increasing measures prioritized sales documents first while struggling
companies focused most on back end documents.

53%

Finance documents

53%

Legal documents
50%

Services documents

57%
56%
55

%

Sales documents

53%
45%

HR documents

56%

53

%

47%
48%

Marketing documents

Winning companies see Digital Transformation differently than their struggling
counterparts. Companies that significantly increased revenue over the last year
placed greater emphasis on multiple areas of Digital Transformation through their
DX strategy, versus those that were less successful.

Data analytics

40%

52%
47%

Innovation

Decreased growth

Operational efficiency

18%
34%

While many Digital
Transformation efforts
seem obvious, companies
with strong revenue growth
prioritize innovation, product
development, and the customer
experience substantially more
than struggling companies

37%

0%
3%
44%
27%
41%
34

%

Processes around document
creation, management,
and tracking

35%
34%
50%

The customer experience
Transforming products
from analog to digital
(e.g. speedometers)

Notable differences:

45%

Moving from on-premises
hardware to the cloud
My organization does
not have a digital
transformation strategy

Decreased revenue

49%

Information security

Significantly increased growth

Winning companies focus Digital Transformation on the
sales process and customer experience

Significantly increased

33%
31%

Collaboration across
the organization

New product
development

Q: Which of the following areas have been digitally transformed
as a part of your organization’s DX strategy?

35

Where transformation
is happening

33

%

15%

34%
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The fundamentals
of DDX success
When we look more closely at the elements of DDX in
relationship to business success over the last year, the
trend becomes clear: winning companies are deeper into
their DDX journeys than companies that are struggling.
Data:
• Best-in-class companies automate data processes to
ensure the flow of clean, accurate, and complete data
from the system of record into documents and back,
reducing errors and manual process steps.
• These companies know good data is the foundation of
effective AI, which will introduce a new level of fluidity,
accuracy, and efficiency into the DDX journey.
Processes:
• Advanced DDX calls for common, standardized, and
automated processes across an entire organization.
For winning companies, workflows enforce accountability
and transparency, while process data analytics allow
for continual optimization.

Connecting the dots: DDX and winning
Percentage of companies surveyed that have fully digitally transformed or are in the
process of transforming these DDX areas, based on whether they are winning or struggling:

Data

eSignature:
• Winning companies use eSignature for all documents
organization-wide. Signing is tied to standardized
processes and integrated with the system of record
to capture insights and an audit trail.
Enterprise-wide repository:

Processes

• Organizations with a plan for how to create, negotiate,
share, and track all documents are ahead when it comes
to business metrics.

36

92%

Winning

Winning

Tracking, reporting, and insights:

Struggling

77%

Struggling

Documents

90%
67%
eSignature

87%

Winning

61%

Struggling

Document repository

Documents:
• Top-performing organizations have prioritized transformation
of sales and customer facing documents over financial and
other back office documents.

69%

Struggling

• Companies who have transformed with a central
document repository have more control of documents,
can provide better business insights, and are better
positioned to start realizing the benefits of AI
solutions coming to market.

• Organizations that have digitally transformed,
tracking documents at every stage and reporting for
insights, can react more quickly to customer needs,
identify market or business changes, and optimize
more effectively for better outcomes.

95%

Winning

87%

Winning

74%

Struggling

Tracking and insights

89%

Winning
Struggling

65%
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Conclusion
There are some common threads here. There is a clear
correlation between organizations that have been
more successful in their approach to Digital Document
Transformation and common measures of success. The
companies who have transformed have seen significant
growth, plus real increases in revenue and profits. These
findings make evident the benefits that DDX is bringing
to winning organizations.
We’ve also seen that the road to transformation can be a
bumpy one, with varied results where companies aren’t able
to embrace holistic transformation. Our findings show that
there are still a lot of manual touch points as documents and
contracts move through their lifecycle. At the same time, even
partial transformation has real benefits.
We’ll continue to track how companies are doing, what’s
changing, and what’s needed, as they continue their Digital
Document Transformation. Stay tuned.
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The companies who have
transformed have seen
significant growth, plus
real increases in revenue
and profits

6
Research methodology and scope

Conga commissioned independent
market research specialist Vanson
Bourne to conduct the following global
research. Thousands of legal, sales,
and IT decision makers and influencers
were surveyed during September and
October 2019. All respondents are
from organizations with 100 or more
employees, and come from a range of
sectors, including, but not limited to,
financial services, manufacturing and
distribution, and media, communications
and telecoms.

The interviews were conducted using a
mixture of online and telephone surveying,
all of which were undertaken using a
rigorous multi-level screening process to
ensure that only qualified candidates were
given the opportunity to participate. Unless
otherwise indicated, the results discussed
are based on the total sample.
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About Conga
Conga is the leader in end-to-end Digital Document
Transformation (DDX). The Conga Digital Document
Transformation Suite, which includes Conga Composer™,
Conga Collaborate™, Conga Contracts™, Conga Grid™, Conga
Sign® and Conga Orchestrate®, drives segment-leading ROI
by simplifying and automating intelligent data, documents,
contracts, signing and reporting. From document collaboration
and creation, through contract management and negotiation,
to agreement and eSignature, the Conga Suite has set the
standard for automating business productivity. Conga is Digital
Document Transformation®.

Engaging documents

The company is privately-held and based in Colorado with global
operations across North America, in the UK, Europe and in Australia.

Intelligent contracts

Learn more at conga.com or follow Conga on Twitter: @getconga

Effortless eSignatures
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